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ABSTRACT. A n international workshop on Distributed Expert-Based Information Systems
(DEBIS) was held at Rutgers University in March 1987. The aims of the workshop were to discuss
problems and issues in the design of such systems, and to develop research and implementation
strategies for them. The workshop attendees discussed both models and implementations of
DEBIS.
A prototypical implementation operates on one or more workstations and connects an
end-user to an information source after invoking multiple expert functions. The design of these
functions depends in part on careful study of end-user and search intermediary behavior. Such
studies suggest a dozen basic functions which must be incorporated in a DEBIS. including ones to
model the user, generate search strategies, and manage the interface. The favored methods of
implementation use blackboards to simplify communications between functional modules. Two
large systems. I R and CODER, have been developed which illustrate the complexity but also the
feasibility of DEBIS.
3

Keywords Information systems, expert systems, distributed systems, user models, blackboards,
workstations, search intermediaries, distributed artificial intelligence.
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PREFACE
Several groups around the world are working on various aspects of Distributed Expert-BaseInformation Systems (DEBIS). Realizing these activities, Rutgers University School of Communication, Information, and Library Studies along w i t h Bell Communications Research have cosponsored a workshop on DEBIS. The workshop had 13 participants and convened for 3 days and
nights at Rutgers University in March 1987. The participants included members of the academic
community in library, information, and computer science, as well as participants from industry
and government. The goals of the workshop attendees were to extend their contribution towards
the development of DEBIS. The participants were to identify problems and issues in the design of
such systems, but more particularly to develop research and implementation strategies for them.
Given that each participant had a background and direction that differs somewhat from that of
other participants, the first goal of the workshop was to bring these backgrounds and directions
together in order to create a broader and deeper framework within which DEBIS can continue to be
pursued. This involved intellectually exercising the interpretations of the problem and building \
framework with which all could be comfortable. From this unified perspective, participants could
consider the domains in which collaboration among different groups might be profitable.
INTRODUCTION
In the publishing field there is an explosive growth of machine readable output. Simultaneously, computer hardware is becoming better able to deal w i t h large amounts of textual and graphical material. This is due to the development of compact disks, graphic displays, powerful micro
and parallel processors, and networks. Software is also improving along all the fronts that are
important for improved information access. User interfaces make it easier for novices to communicate w i t h the machine, as information retrieval systems help hone the users' request into forms
that the machine understands. The end-user is now targeted by information providers. This is the
result and the cause of societal changes which are stimulating the development of ever better information systems.
The idea of applying artificial intelligence's knowledge-based systems' concepts and techniques
to build document retrieval system interfaces is attractive for a variety of reasons.[l] As online
search systems lend to rely on specialized access mechanisms—commands, index terms, query
forms--n is natural to seek effective, automatic ways of mapping the user's request onto a search
query, both because assistance by human intermediaries is costly and because it would be nice to
offer the end-user direct access to the search system. However, there is also the important business
of establishing the user's real need, so a more significant function of an intelligent interface could
be to help the user explicitly formulate a statement of his need.
Other areas of artificial intelligence, notably natural language processing, also have obvious
potential for document retrieval (see. e.g.,[2] ). But progress here is likely to be very slow, and
applying knowledge-based or expert system techniques seems more immediately promising. The
processes to which the technology would be applied are obviously important, and expert system
methods have been found useful even when applied in very limited ways. They also appear to
offer a good upgrade path in that if simple methods give only modest, if helpful, user support, i t is
possible to subsequently identify additional desirable and attainable improvements!3]
A n information system can provide access to such diverse sources of information as numeric,
document, knowledge, and image data bases. For the purposes of this paper, the focus w i l l be on
document data bases. A document may be anything which basically comes as text. In other words,
books, articles, memos, messages, and more fit the definition of document. The standard paradigm
of an information system shows documents and queries as the input to a system which must be
able to translate new documents and new queries into some canonical form in order that documents
relevant to the query can be returned to the user (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Flowchart of information retrieval system emphasizing the role of language for
representing documents and queries.
As one imagines a distributed version of such a system, many possibilities come to mind. The
documents could be distributed across different systems. There could be many searchers who come
one after the other to the system. Or all the users could simultaneously be interacting through
many workstations w i t h many document bases.
The process of making these systems more intelligent or expert involves placing a variety of
sources of knowledge or expertise into the system that can help the searcher gain access to information. This leads to a type of distributed system where a single workstation interacting w i t h a single user who wants a document from a single document base has distributed expertise w i t h i n itself.
The distribution here is among the kinds of expertise that the information system must have in
order to operate so as to best satisfy the user. In some cases the functional modules embodying
that expertise can be distributed among several workstations or larger computers.
MODELS
In the traditional Information Retrieval (1R) system a searcher goes to a search intermediary
and the two engage in a dialogue about the searcher's interest. The search intermediary uses his
knowledge about the IR system ( w i t h its data collections) and the searcher to formulate requests
directly to the IR system. The search intermediary has formulated a model of the user and taken
advantage of his existing model of the IR system. To improve the direct accessibility of the IR system to the end user it would be important to incorporate in the computer both the user model and
IR system model. The understanding of how these and other components of the successful intelligent IR system come together requires yet a higher-level model.
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Search intermediary and user models
In one of the ongoing DEBIS projects in Europe an expert search intermediary is being interviewed to help determine what of bis knowledge should and could be incorporated into the computer. The particular project is funded by ESPRIT, being performed in Denmark, and is called
KIWI-KIRA. The KIWI-KIRA project aims to handle several attached databases of different types.
KIW1-KIRA is expected to be ab'e to successfully communicate with systems in which information
is stored in relational database format or inverted file format and where the basic information may
be factual, numeric, or textual. The K I W I - K I R A computer experts are obtaining knowledge from a
search intermediary in several ways. First the search intermediary is asked to describe on paper the
types of knowledge he uses and the functions he performs. Then the computer experts meet witn
the search intermediary in day-long sessions to probe the significance of what the search intermediary has written. During these sessions the K I W I - K I R A designers grasp rules for questioning users
and generating search statements. The designers also discuss the validity of these rules w i t h the
expert search intermediary.
Information retrieval is a good testbed for theories of human-computer interaction because it
is general—covers a diverse population, range of needs, and resources.[4] Ideally, one should be able
to develop some general models of user behavior in the retrieval process. Such general models have
proved elusive, however, due to the large number of variables to be managed. Fidel and Soergel[5]
identified an impressive range of variables—several hundred—that had been studied to characterize
information retrieval behavior, as i t relates to bibliographic retrieval systems and search
intermediary-users. They classified these searching variables into nine categories for further
research: the end-user requesting the search, the search intermediary, the search system (features
that may cause user problems), the search process (the way in which the search is performed,
including errors made), search setting, search request, and database.
Any individual study has been restricted to control only a few of these variables, attributing
the effects of the rest to random variance. Most user behavior studies of information retrieval systems have used expert subjects (typically search intermediaries) and experimental or commercial
bibliographic retrieval systems. The body of knowledge about user retrieval behavior has been
expanded through a recent series of studies on online catalogs. Online catalogs tend to be studied in
libraries, with a focus on the end user (library patron) as subject. Online catalog studies have not
built upon the lessons learned from studies of intermediary-searched retrieval systems, perhaps on
the grounds that they involved different situations altogether.
Upon closer inspection, it appears that user behavior on bibliographic retrieval systems and
online catalogs may have a lot in common, especially as the systems themselves become more simil a r . ^ ] Users of both kinds of systems have difficulty with the mechanical and conceptual aspects of
searching. Search intermediaries interact w i t h information systems far more often than do most
end users, and the differences in behavior might be due to effects of training, experience, and frequency of use. Differences in performance may also be due to differences in knowledge about
information structures. Librarians are trained intensively in data structures and vocabulary control: their education is focused on the mechanics of the system. Non-librarian searchers must all at
once learn the nature of the database content and its organization as well as the mechanics of the
system, putting them at a severe disadvantage.
Similarly the "user friendly" front ends to information systems that are assumed to simplify
searching attempt to be all things to a l l people. They have not been designed with a specific target
audience in mind. Human factors and computing research has shown the importance of iterative
design with a group of subjects drawn from the intended population of users. A recent attempt to
design a front-end tailored to one narrow user population (energy researchers as end-users of the
Energy Database on DOE/'RECON) has shown that it is possible to tailor an interface to a group of
users. Given such tailoring, that user group can accomplish an assisted search with relatively little
training.[7]
General system
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The overall function of an information system must depend on a cooperative effort between
the user and the IR mechanism—that is between the user and an intermediary mechanism (either
human or machine) which in turn accesses and manipulates some knowledge resources. The functions of such an intermediary mechanism in its interaction w i t h users have been elaborated in the
MONSTRAT model.[8. 9] The MONSTRAT model is meant to apply to a variety of environments,
ranging from online bibliographic retrieval systems, to referral systems, to advisory situations.
\lost of the work w i t h MONSTRAT has involved investigating what a human intermediary does
and extrapolating from there to what the functions of an automated intermediary mechanism
should be.
MONSTRAT model. The MONSTRAT model specifies ten functions which an IR mechanism
needs to perform in order to achieve its goal of helping the user w i t h his problem.flO. 11] These
functions were derived from analyses of information seeking interactions. In the general information seeking interaction, the IR system needs to have (see Table 1 for a brief listing of the ten functions and their acronyms):
«

an understanding of the state of the user in the problem solving process (PS).

*

an idea about what kind of response or system capability is appropriate for this user and
problem (PM),
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*

a model of the user himself, including goals, intentions and experience ( U M )

»

a description of the problem the user is facing and the user's knowledge about it (PD). and

«

a hypothesis about what sort of dialogue mode is appropriate for this user and problem (DM).

Name of Function
Problem state
(PS)
Problem mode
(PM)
User model
(UM)
Problem description
(PD)
Dialogue mode
(DM)
Retrieval strategy
(RS)
Response generator
(RG)
Input analyst
(1A)
Output generator
(OG)
Explanation
(EX)

MONSTRAT Components
Description
Determine position of user in problem treatment
process, e.g.. formulating problem
Determine appropriate mechanism
capability, e.g.. reference retrieval
Generate description of user type.
goals, beliefs, e.g.. graduate student, thesis
Generate description of problem type,
topic, structure, environment
Determine appropriate dialogue type
for situation, e.g.. natural language, menu
Choose and apply appropriate retrieval strategies
to knowledge resource, e.g.. best match
Determine propositional structure of
response to user appropriate to situation
Convert input from user into structures
usable by functional experts
Convert propositional response to
form appropriate to user and situation
Describe mechanism operation,
capabilities, etc.. to user as appropriate

Table 1: Functions and their descriptions for the MONSTRAT model.
This information w i l l be gained through
the user's part of the dialogue (by the IA)
can then be used to specify what aspects
to the user at this time (RS). From this
specific situation can be generated (OG).

interaction w i t h the user, which w i l l require analysis of
so that it can be used by the other functions. The results
of the knowledge resource or database might be relevant
potentially relevant 'world' a response particular to the
Finally, i t may be necessary to explain the IR system's
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operation and competence to the user (EX). These functions are necessary for solving subprobleins
of the overall IR problem. Routines solving these subproblems thus constitute the 'expert' components of a distributed expert model of an IR system.
The MONSTRAT model was intended to be a general model, applicable to different types of
information systems. The model itself was empirically tested by means of a simulation, using
humans to perform the functions.[l l ] The results of the simulation supported the MONSTRAT
model. A group at City University of London then did a number of studies exploring the validity
of the MONSTRAT model in the online search service environment. The method for doing this was
through functional analysis of transcripts of human-human presearch interviews between human
online search intermediaries and online service users, in an academic environment. This empirical
research supported the MONSTRAT model and enabled three of the functions. U M , PD, and RS, to
be specified in more detail.[12]
Further specification. The general MONSTRAT model is being elaborated. The ideal of the
front-end as a distributed system of autonomous experts cooperatively achieving a global system
goal was perhaps achieved because of hidden assumptions in the experiments that have been done,
but for the model to be more accurate these hidden assumptions should be less hidden. One
approach to further specifying a workable model is to refine its intended domain of applicability.
There may be too much diversity among users, systems, and search questions for a general model
to be workable. A starting point for specifying such constraints would be to divide the information retrieval w o r l d into three parts supporting different types of questions: referral (to bibliographic or other sources external to the system), source (fact-based or full-text based, where the
answer, either textual or numeric, exists internal to the system), and advice-giving, where the purpose is to counsel the user based on cases in the database. A different set of functions would be
required for each of these system classes. Users could also be divided into classes by degree of
information retrieval knowledge, by subject area, by depth of subject knowledge, by degree of
computing knowledge, or by other parameters. It may not be possible to create a model that is
orthogonal to the classification on types of questions. Rather, a tailored classification of users may
be a subset of each class of question.
In addition to refining the general DEBIS model by applying it to certain information sources
and user classes there are ways to further specify the MONSTRAT model by indicating more
about the control and blackboard properties of the model. It is hard to quarrel w i t h the idea of
functional expertise as the driving force of the front end. The specific idea of a distributed expert
system with a set of individual experts each specialized to seek some particular goal but collectively, in achieving these, contributing to the system's overall goal, is a plausible one. But there are
problems about these ideas. Distributed expert systems are thoroughly complicated.[3] Thus i t is
necessary to be quite clear about what having such a cooperative system implies.
The first and major problem w i t h distributed systems is control: what is the mechanism for
determining the flow of control? The assumption in the document retrieval case is that the system
is not wholly data driven. Rather it is a mixed-initiative system. Imitating the intermediary, the
system itself frequently w i l l have the dominant role, working towards the overall goal of satisfying the user. An evaluation methodology needs to be developed, possibly by taking the Problem
Description function as the key function and arranging that if the Problem Description function is
satisfied, by whatever means it has of determining its own goal satisfaction, and if the Retrieval
Strategy function has consumed all of the germane information output by the Problem Description,
this is sufficient. But it is not easy to interpret this more concrete-looking suggestion precisely,
because a strategy of simply asking the user whether he has said his all is clearly inadequate: the
problem is really whether the Problem Description function is capable of establishing, given its
putatively sophisticated model-building capacities, that it has taken its model of the user's problem
as far as it can. The control difficulty comes from the fact that the system is not modeling an
external phenomenon w i t h a well-defined, or definable, structure. The nature of the interaction
between user and intermediary can only be characterized in a schematic fashion covering very
many, quite different, lower-level possibilities. Imposing some specific organization on processing is
liable to lead to interaction which is loo arbitrary for the user. These control problems have no
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general solution: the solution has to depend on the particular design of the system.[3]
IMPLEMENTATIONS
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While substantial work by psychologists, librarians, and information scientists remains to be
done in the study of what humans do when they somehow obtain information, some computer
scientists are building prototypes that test various assumptions about what would constitute an
adequate DEBIS. In this Implementations Section, one generic module which has been implemented
in a variety of expert systems and that depends on hierarchic classification is described. Then a
simple but practical system ailed CANSEARCH. that serves as an interface between health practitioners and cancer literature, is described. Two large systems, called I R and CODER, contain m u l tiple expert modules, communicate through a blackboard, and access document databases. I R and
CODER are used in this paper to illustrate how the implementations of complex schemes can produce working systems and allow insights into principles of operation of human-machine systems.
Generic task modules
Many problems are characterized by a search for the category or categories w i t h i n a
predefined classification hierarchy that apply to a given situation. Often these tasks can be solved
by using the generic method of hierarchical classification.! 13] The mechanism of hierarchical
classification is establish-refine
Simply put. the establish-refine strategy is: if a category is
confirmed or determined to be highly relevant (the establish part), then consider its subcategories
in the classification hierarchy (the refine part). If a category is rejected, then its subcategories are
also rejected. For systematic search, establish-refine starts at the root category of the hierarchy.
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Classification hierarchies cannot simply be copied from textbooks. Even if a textbook supplies
a hierarchy, it is dangerous to take it literally.! 14] For example, a classification of the causes of
jaundice might be given, which would include hepatitis, suggesting that hepatitis should be a subcategory under jaundice. However, ruling out jaundice does not rule out hepatitis, i.e.. hepatitis
does not necessarily cause jaundice.
The categories in the classification hierarchy become hypotheses for an abduction problem.
An abduction is a non-deductive inference that follows a pattern something like this:[l5] I f D is a
collection of data or observations and H is a likely hypothesis that accounts for D and no other
hypothesis accounts for D as well as H does, then conclude that H is the best hypothesis. The
abduction problem is solved through an intelligent search of the classification hierarchy and
repeated testing of the extent to which the hypotheses match the data.
The theory of generic tasks[l6] proposes a number of simple information-processing architectures, in which each generic task provides a mechanism for performing a restricted type of function
and a representation for decomposing the problem into conceptual parts. Given a collection of simple information-processing architectures (such as generic tasks) and a function to perform, there
are two issues that need to be resolved. First, what generic task best matches the desired function,
and how can the subfunctions of the generic task be specified. The second issue is whether the
knowledge is available in the right form for the generic task. For the hierarchical classification
example, a category's plausibility needs to be reliably estimated without considering the plausibility of many other categories. If the interactions are too complex, then a deeper model may be
needed. It is hoped that generic tasks can be used in future construction of DEBIS.
Elementary system
CANSEARCH takes advantage of an existing hierarchy, called MeSH. for classification of
information in its course of leading users to the proper formulation of their query. C A N SEARCH[l7, 18] was designed to provide access, through Cancerline. to cancer therapy literature
indexed using MeSH. CANSEARCH implements some of the principles of the hierarchicclassification generic lask[l6] but also addresses several of the problems unique to information
retrieval systems.
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MeSH is an artificial, hierarchic classification language, and one cannot expect the end user to
know how to apply i t . The object of CANSEARCH is therefore to help construct an appropriate
MeSH search query, w i t h proper terms and structure. The underlying system structure is a rule
base designed to lead the user, via touch screen menus, through a hierarchy of frames covering the
aspects of a therapy topic specification. Thus the main areas of the hierarchy deal respectively with
cancer itself and its sites, types and therapies. The rules are grouped into types of context, for
selecting frames, for checking and for processing term selections, and for constructing the actual
search query. In operation those rules for selecting frames and processing term choices are associated with specific frames, so a frame can be thought of as having its own rule packet. The rules
communicate via blackboards, one for each aspect of a query, in a simple and straightforward way
passing messages or finally actual search terms for eventual assembly into the search query.
CANSEARCH is essentially implementing only one. or at most two. of the intermediary's
functions, and in a very limited style: there is, for example, no clarifying dialogue except in the
particular form of iteration, if the user has made inconsistent menu selections. The main source of
knowledge for the system is the indexing language MeSH which gives the set of available concept
labels and their hierarchical structure. There is a closely related source, which specifies the forms
index descriptions, and more specifically search queries, can take w i t h respect to the links between
and roles of terms, i.e.. Boolean operators. There is also expressed in MeSH some knowledge of
what cancer is. and further, in the rule set, knowledge, again mediated by MeSH. about what the
constituent notions of cancer therapy requests are.
MeSH also embodies some knowledge of the subject literature as much as of the subject. The
fact that MeSH encapsulates a range of relevant knowledge, or facilitates its incorporation in the
system, provided the developer of CANSEARCH with a good deal of leverage. MeSH was a means
as well as an end in the construction of the rules and frames. The use of MeSH is. of course, partly
justified as the channel of communication w i t h the information source.
There is no doubt that CANSEARCH could be substantially improved, for example in its coverage of request types and MeSH, and doing this might well provide systems that were practically
very useful. But it could be that in the long run gains could only be made by starting from a more
radical architecture. CANSEARCH is both limited in its scope and constrained in its specific task: it
is essentially concerned w i t h translating a certain sort of input into a certain sort of output. It
thus has no real control problem: there is a natural path, globally through the rule sets and locally
through the frame hierarchy, and there are essentially structured boards w i t h simple messages
because the messages are targeted and have a context for their interpretation. I t is also the case that
at the lower level of the individual rules, the system has an appropriate granularity. But it might
not be easy to extend the system's scope, for example to allow natural language rather than MeSH
queries.
Intelligent

interface

I R (Intelligent Interface for Information Retrieval) is a system designed to help overcome the
difficulties of using text retrieval systems. As an interface system, it is responsive to a wide
variety of users, who have varying levels of ability in computer use and varying levels of
knowledge about the topic being investigated.[l9. 20] The overall structure of the system is based
on a blackboard architecture, a collection of independent cooperating experts which communicate
indirectly using a shared global data structure.
3

The I R system can be compared to the Hearsay-II system. Hearsay-II is a speech understanding system that synthesizes the partial interpretations of several diverse knowledge sources into a
coherent understanding of a spoken sentence.[2l] Knowledge sources communicate by reading and
writing on a blackboard- The blackboard has several distinct levels which hold different representations of the problem space. Typical blackboard levels for speech understanding are sound segments, syllables, words, and phrases. The knowledge sources are pattern-action productions: if the
information on the blackboard matches the pattern of a knowledge source then its action can be
executed. A t any time, many knowledge sources are likely to have patterns that match the contents
of the blackboard. The scheduler decides which knowledge source is to be executed next, choosing
3
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the knowledge source which has the highest priority.
Architecture.
The I R system differs substantially from the kind of blackboard system
exemplified by Hearsay-II.[21] Hearsay-II solves a problem that is easily cast into a hierarchy, so
the blackboard could be structured to match. Also, since Hearsay-II solves a bounded recognition
problem, the concept of a "hypothesis", a possible interpretation of data, makes sense. However, the
problem w i t h which I R deals has no overall hierarchy. Instead, it has a number of different aggregations of information that are pertinent to different aspects of the problem. The structure of the
pR blackboard reflects this; it is composed of a number of different models and communication
areas.
3

3

For I R to be adaptable, it must be able to assess the user's abilities so i t can adjust the interface to match them.[22] This requires a user model builder. As each user may have his own view of
the subject area being searched, i t would be valuable to capture this information and remember i t
from session to session in a domain knowledge expert. The system also contains modules for controlling search, browsing, and managing the interface.
3

As w i t h most blackboard systems, the activity of the 1 R experts is controlled by an agenda
mechanism. Typical agenda management involves ordering posted actions and then selecting the
one on the top. In I R the scheduler controls the agenda by determining what experts can post
actions and in what order those actions are executed. The basis for the scheduler's decisions is
derived from the analysis of user/intermediary dialogues performed by Belkin and others.[23] The
dialogue structure is reflected directly in the structure of the scheduler. This structure is essentially a goal tree with extra transitions (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: I R Scheduler Structure
A basic session would involve passing through the goals as a preorder traversal of the tree. The
horizontal transitions are taken when the scheduler decides that the session is not proceeding normally. What transition to take is determined by the rules associated w i t h each goal. Expectations
about the number of relevant documents desired and the number of searches to use are derived
from the User Model Builder applied to the user. For example, say the user was familiar w i t h the
system, was an expert in the subject area of the search topic, and wanted a precision-oriented
search, then the User Model Builder would set the expectations of the system to be: five documents
required and two searches allowed. I f . after two searches, five documents were not found, the
scheduler would take the transition from "Search for Relevant Documents" to "Get Information
3
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Need" and initiate further dialogue w i t h the user.
Implementation of the experts. In typical blackboard systems the experts can be implemented
in any manner as long as they conform to the interface defined by the blackboard structure. In i ' r
the expert control knowledge is represented as rules. The rules provide a uniform control
knowledge representation but not a uniform data representation. In I R the data is structured in
ways most suitable for each expert's function (see Table 2).
I R Data Structures
Conceptual Structure
Probabilistic Request
J

Model
Request Model
Domain Knowledge
Model
User Model
Document
Representation
Browsing
Model

Semantic Net
Stereotypes and
Expectations
Network of Documents
and Terms
Semantic Net Fused with
Network of Docs & Terms

Implementation
Hash Table
of Structures
Hash Table
of Structures
Association
List
Relational
Database
Hash Table
of Structures

Table 2: Table of data structures accessed by expert rules in I R.
For instance, the Domain Knowledge Model is conceptually viewed as a semantic net and is implemented as a hash table of structures. The Document Representation is modeled as a network of
documents and terms but implemented in a relational database. Given the hardware limitations of
the current I R. the relational database is housed on a second machine. The communication to this
second machine is the major bottleneck in the timely execution of I R. The interface manager,
while not the subject of research in I R. has nevertheless required as much computer code as the
entire rest of the system. Most of this code is devoted to handling windows, menus, and graphics.
This experience of substantial effort required for the user interface has been shared by other
research groups.[24]
The control rules are 4-tuples consisting of:
< ex perl name> <rule #> <conditions> < actions >.
The <expert name> and <rule # > simply indicate where the rule belongs. The conditions and
actions are the meat of the rule. Each condition is a 4-tuple itself consisting of
<blackboard place> <actionname>
<predicate name> <arguments> .
The interpretation of <conditions> is that i f an <action name> is at a <Mackboard place>. then
check the place with the given predicate and arguments. Each <actions> from a control rule is a
3-tuple of Kblackboard place> <action name> <arguments> This 3-tuple means perform the
specified action on the given place using the arguments. The <blackboard place> and <action
name> provide the mechanism for notifying experts when something has happened that is of
interest.
A blackboard architecture suits I R because:
3

1)

multiple search strategies are required,

2)

there is no analytic way of determining which choice of strategies is best, and

3)

a complex interaction is required for query formulation and evaluation.

Although the architecture of I R resembles that recommended by MONSTRAT in many ways, i t
should be remembered that it is based on an entirely different model of information retrieval. The
basis of this model is that retrieval is a process of plausible inference, where information about
relevance is gathered from a variety of sources. The emphasis on the formulation of a detailed
request model is a natural consequence of this approach.[25]
3
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The Composite Document Expert Retrieval System (CODER) has been designed to serve as a
testbed for determining how useful various artificial intelligence techniques are in improving the
effectiveness, efficiency, and usability of information storage and retrieval systems.[26, 27] It is
being developed in a modular fashion so that new approaches can be easily compared with more
traditional methods. While a skeletal version of CODER is now operational, the emphasis is on
constructing a rich environment for experimentation rather than demonstrating functionality of a
limited prototype. A comprehensive lexicon, a powerful knowledge representation language, a set
of communication predicates, and a general-purpose blackboard are all parts of the CODER support
environment. CODER is able to both automatically parse documents into the canonical form of the
information retrieval system and to handle queries from users (see Figure 3): in this way, CODER
is more robust than I R which is designed exclusively to interact w i t h people who are requesting
information.
CODER was initiated in 1984 with the idea of using logic programming for analyzing and
retrieving messages from a collection of AIList Digests. The AIList Digest is an electronic
newsletter that contains a wide variety of announcements and short papers about artificial intelligence. Early in the CODER effort key online reference works were obtained. The Handbook of
Artificial Intelligence was analyzed to obtain people's names, key words and phrases, and a subject
hierarchy. The Collin's dictionary was transformed into a Prolog fact base. This was usable
directly since a Prolog system, called MU-Prolog. with the ability to handle very large databases on
secondary storage was selected. Knowledge is crucial to the task at hand.[28] and more attention
should be given to the automatic preparation of thesauri and other aids from existing machine readable works.
CODER is made of external knowledge bases, managers, experts, and blackboard/strategist
complexes. Each such unit operates as a process on some computer, and may serve one or more
users. There may be several copies of a unit operating on the same computer or on several computers. Typically, a new user interface manager and a blackboard/strategist complex are assigned to
each system user at logon time, but the lexicon manager only operates on the computer that has the
very large database stored online. Thus if there are many computers, CODER can operate in such a
way that each expert is always trying to process any data on the blackboard that is of a type it can
handle. Rules in the domain task scheduler portion of the blackboard/strategist are responsible for
much of this control. CODER supports both centralized and decentralized modes of control, or any
combination of the two. By isolating control issues into one module, CODER facilitates experimentation w i t h control variations.
It is still unknown how best to manage a retrieval session, when many different experts each
suggest different actions. Yet. a hierarchy of plans, goals, and rules that force discourse to reflect
the current consensus can help smooth the human-computer interaction. Goals should include:
*

keep the user engaged without having to wait long periods of time and

*

search incrementally rather than in batches unless the user likes to scan.

CODER has regular blackboard areas, a pending hypothesis area, and a question/answer area. The
latter is only for questions that can be answered without much work. The former is for normal
blackboard communication. However, since each posting to the blackboard has an associated
confidence value assigned by whatever agency made that posting, i t can be left to the blackboard
manager to fill in entries in the pending hypothesis area. Specifically, whenever there is a consistent
set of hypotheses with sufficiently high confidence, that set of hypotheses is moved to the pending
hypothesis area. Thus. new. confident postings, or old postings whose confidence values have
increased as a result of new confirming information, both end in the pending hypothesis area. This
is important since all experts can see that area, while there is a predefined mapping of experts and
blackboards for the normal areas.
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Figure 3: Overview of CODER System.
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CODER is being extended in several directions, and there are many unresolved issues. How
n the system know when there are gaps in the collection or when the user query has been
incorrectly translated? Ideas on evaluation are needed, and ways to measure system efficiency are
desired. Another unresolved issue relates to just how much effect one gets from having a
Knowledge representation scheme for documents that is more comprehensive than vectors. Similarly, one needs to know if the behavior of a human intermediary is the appropriate activity to
study regarding building intelligent computer intermediaries: that is. can the human-humancomputer interaction be usefully mapped to the human-computer interaction. The design of
CODER is intended to facilitate the kinds of comparative studies that w i l l help answer these questions.
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The role of intelligent interfaces to information systems is growing, and multiple disciplines
are contributing to the development of distributed expert-based information systems. One of the
emphases of this paper is on architectures for expert information retrieval (IR) systems. Given the
importance of IR applications, the functionality to be implemented is crucial. It must be w e l l specified and motivated. This motivation can come from cognitive research or research on theoretical IR models. Blackboard architectures appear to be an appropriate engineering solution to the
implementation of the desired functionality. The architecture is, however, a secondary issue w i t h
regard to IR. Future works must concentrate on development of functionality and IR models. In
terms of architectures, the evaluation is partly in terms of successful implementations and their
relative capabilities.
Some of the areas particularly ripe for future work include user models, multi-agent planning, the analysis of text structure and content, and the use of dictionaries and other resources as
search aids. The new implementations of user models do not take as much advantage as they could
of the knowledge gained from studies already made of how people interact w i t h information systems.[29] As information systems become more completely integrated into the office place, the need
for multi-agent planning becomes paramount. In the office place, several agents may have several
activities to perform on several objects simultaneously.[30] One of the backbones of the expertbased approach to information interfaces is. of course, knowledge about the content of the documents being retrieved.[3l] Although natural language processing techniques are not likely to provide the basis for a complete understanding of texts for some time, it is possible to exploit resources
at a lexical level that identify the information they contain more effectively. In particular, the use
of machine-readable dictionaries, almanacs, and encyclopedias, coupled with an analysis of the patterns of occurrence of words and phrases in documents, looks particularly promising.[32]
«
The DEBIS Workshop summarized in this paper focused on developing an integrated approach
to serving the information needs of end users. Informed by the behavior of search intermediaries
and experimental studies of users seeking information, a functional approach to information access
was elaborated. Architectural concerns of system control and representation methods for communication were explored. Design issues of problem decomposition were considered. Approaches to
building expert systems using commercial tools were contrasted with Prolog and Lisp approaches
with internal or external support for databases. The prototype systems demonstrated the feasibility of the distributed eipert approach. Given the increasing availability of machine readable information, the hardware and software tools which support access to information, the models proposed
for user-adaptable retrieval, and the existence of systems implementing some of the desired functionality, the need for continued cooperative efforts was stressed.
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